
Compliance Today  CEU Quiz:  August 2016
To receive 1.0 non-live Compliance Certification Board (CCB)® CEU for the following quiz, at least three questions 
must be answered correctly. Only the first attempt at each quiz will be accepted.

Compliance Today quizzes are valid for 12 months, beginning on the first day of the month of issue.  
This quiz expires July 31, 2017.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading A legal perspective on external peer review  
(page 37), you should be able to answer the following 
questions:

1. A physician would have the strongest grounds to assert 
that a peer review did not meet the standards of the 
federal Healthcare Quality Improvement Act if
A. the hospital did not follow its own internal peer 

review policies and procedures
B. the peer review panel included experts who were not 

part of the hospital staff
C. the physician did not hire a certified civil trial lawyer 

to represent him/her
D. relevant patient records were not shared with the 

physician before the hearing

2. A policy to govern the selection and use of an external 
peer review vendor
A. can be put off until the entity has a clear need for one
B. is only important for grant-funded institutions
C. should be in place before the need for one arises
D. will not need to be reviewed by an attorney

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading Your personal and professional reputations 
are everything (page 70), you should be able to answer 
the following question:

3. According to the author, your reputation is based on 
people’s perceptions of you, and what they remember 
most is
A. how consistently you enforce the rules
B. how many good ideas you generate
C. how well educated you appear to be
D. how you treat them every day

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading Navigating the choppy waters of medical 
director contracts (page 44), you should be able to answer 
the following question:

4. Which of the following is True of the Stark Law or 
the Anti-Kickback Statute regarding medical director 
contracts?
A. Government prosecutors usually view excessive 

compensation as a red flag for further investigation
B. Lapsed agreements or missing signatures on 

contracts can be brought up to date without liability
C. The Stark Law requires proof of intent to induce 

referrals in order to prosecute a violation
D. To determine fair market value for a specialty 

physician, salary must be based on at least three 
surveys



ATTENDANCE VERIFICATION
By signing below, I certify that I have read the HCCA Compliance Today articles that relate to the questions  
I have answered above. I further certify I will cooperate with the CCB in all administrative functions related to  
the accreditation of this program and its subsequent recognition as a program fulfilling candidate requirements  
for CCB certification. 

Signature  ___________________________________________  Date  ______________________________
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QUIZ ANSWERS: AUGUST 2016 

Article: A legal perspective on external peer review 
(page 37) 
Please indicate your answers.

1.  A  B  C  D 

2.  A  B  C  D 

Article: Your personal and professional reputations 
are everything (page 70)
Please indicate your answer.

3.  A  B  C  D 

Article: Navigating the choppy waters of medical 
director contracts (page 44)
Please indicate your answer.

4.  A  B  C  D

Compliance Today  Continuing Education Form
For correctly answering HCCA’s Compliance Today magazine quiz, you will receive 1.0 non-live Compliance 
Certification Board (CCB)® CEU. 

Read the articles, and the quiz questions on page one. Mark your answers in the “Quiz Answers” section below.  
Please fax, email or mail the completed form to:

Compliance Certification Board 
6500 Barrie Road, Suite 250 
Minneapolis, MN 55435

Fax: 952-988-0146  |  email: ccb@compliancecertification.org  |  Phone: 888-580-8373
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